INTRODUCTION
Later, Granit7)8) determined flicker fusion frequencies for similar four circular test spots together and for each of the spots alone and found spatial summation effects in the human retina. Furthermore, spatial summation in the human retina was studied by Motokawa9) with increases of electrical excitability by illumination as an index. He has shown that increases of electrical excitability after exposure to five circular spots as indicated in Fig. 1 (A) or to four circular spots, was always higher than those caused by exposure to any one of them alone. The closer the five spots together, the greater the value of increases of electrical excitability. Summation was weaker as the distance separating spots increased, and no indication of interaction was seen at a separation of about 6? in visual angle. Motokawa did not work with greater separations, for he took for granted that no interaction would take place at a greater separation. It was, however, found by chance that the absence of any summation at a separation of about 6? is a phenomenon of transition from summation to inhibition. In the present investigation this relation was established by exploring a much greater extent of retinal areas with two different methods. Such arrangements of test patches as indicated in Fig. 1 
2) Method of binocular brightness match
The aspect of the apparatus used is seen in Fig. 2 
